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amateur final fantasy x marks
the 10th installment in the
final fantasy series. the plot

centers on tidus, a young man
whose body is endowed with
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the power of the very world,
and the magic that inhabits it.
final fantasy x takes place 700
years after the events of final
fantasy vi, and two years after
the final battle with the dark

emperor, ghetsis. tidus is sent
back in time to prevent a

tragedy in his own past. tidus
and his companions must race
against time, mustil to survive
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in a world ruled by chaos,
darkness, and death, and
must negotiate with those

around him, which includes a
mysterious young woman
named caius, and a sakura

tree, connected to the stars.
final fantasy x was developed

by square and released for
the playstation 2 in 2001. it

was the last game in the final
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fantasy series to be released
on the playstation 2, though a
port of the game was released
for the game boy advance in
2005. it was initially released

in japan on december 9, 2001,
and in north america, europe,
and australia on january 15,

2002. this was the second non-
japanese release of the final
fantasy series in three years,
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following final fantasy tactics,
which was released in north
america on november 20,

2000. final fantasy x was the
last game in the franchise to

be developed on a 32-bit
game engine, and the only

final fantasy title to be
developed on a new game

engine, following final fantasy
vii's port to the playstation 2.
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